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X ROTWNDA 
Sixty-fifth year Tuesday, January 21, 1986 Number Twelve 
Skeleton Comes To Longwood 
irrUtn til -tlUUmCin   If ill Unrasler Library Temporary Home 
Could  Slash Student 
Aid By 60% 
WASHINGTON, DC. (CPS) - 
Congress' new budget-balancing 
bill, passed in December, could 
mean student aid soon could be 
cut by as much as 60 percent, 
some college lobbyists here 
warn. 
The first round of cuts is due 
March 1. Various sources 
estimate the first round could 
mean decreases of anywhere 
from two to 40 to 60 percent in all 
student aid programs. 
The new law, usually called the 
Gramm-Rudman law after 
senators Philip Gramm (R-Tex.) 
and Warren Rudman (R-NH), 
who co-sponsored it, forces the 
federal government to balance its 
budget by 1991. 
But in doing so, Congress is not 
allowed to cut spending for Social 
Security, some welfare 
programs, many defense 
programs or to pay off the federal 
debt. 
So, unless the government tries 
to help balance the budget by 
raising some taxes, education 
programs will be tempting fiscal 
targets, lobbyists say. 
By calculating current 
Gramm-Rudman targets and the 
escalating deficit, Susan Frost of 
the Committee for Education 
Funding figures the U.S. Dept. of 
Education will have to shave all 
its college program funding by 
4.6 percent in March and another 
' 30 percent in October. 
Educators are reluctant to 
specify just how many students 
would be forced out of school by 
the cuts, or to estimate how much 
schools would have to raise 
tuition to compensate for them. 
The same pressure to reduce 
spending could also force 
Congress to reduce college 
program funding in the upcoming 
Higher Education Act of 1985, 
which sets spending levels 
through 1990, adds Pat Smith, 
legislative   analyst   for   the 
American Council on Education 
(ACE). 
Under the the new law, Ozer 
estimates Congress will have to 
trim about $11.7 billion from the 
1986 fiscal year budget by March. 
If it doesn't. President Reagan 
would "sequester" funds, 
deciding by himself which 
programs not to fund in order to 
save money. 
Based on what he's done 
before, the president would seem 
likely to cut education programs 
to do it. 
The federal government will 
spend about $8 billion on student 
aid programs this year — about 
the same as in fiscal 1985 before a 
supplemental appropriation bill 
funding Guaranteed Student 
loans passed. 
After March, the Gramm- 
Rudman law then mandates the 
government to find ways to keep 
reducing the federal deficit by $36 
billion a year through the rest of 
this decade. 
One way to reduce the deficit, 
of course, is to raise taxes. 
"More and more people are 
talking about a tax increase. It 
will be the only way," reports 
Tom Gleason, a spokesman for 
Sen. Gary Hart (D-CO). 
"I don't think there is a 
proclivity toward cuts," argrees 
Bob Sneed, an aide to Sen. Ernest 
Hollings (D-SC). "Most people 
think drastic reductions" without 
accompanying tax hikes "will be 
dead on arrival" in Congress. 
Gleason thinks some 
conservative senators will 
endorse tax hikes if they help 
spare the defense budget from 
cuts, though he doesn't expect 
them to publicly support the 
hikes until after next fall's 
elections. 
Ozer worries fall may be too 
late for many student aid 
programs. 
(Continued on Page 5 ) 
By KIM DEANER 
Julie Gorniak, on anthropology 
major at Longwood, is studying 
the skeleton of an Indian woman 
who lived approximately 300 
years ago. 
The skeleton was found in good 
condition by Loy C. Carter in 
September of 1984. It was 
uncovered in Mecklenburg 
county on the Dan River. 
"Finding a complete skeleton 
like this is fairly rare," said Dr. 
Jordon, Associate Professor of 
Anthropology." To the best of my 
knowledge, this is the only burial 
which is currently being analyzed 
in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia." 
Gorniak feels the skeleton is in 
good shape and said that they 
have 174 of 206 bones. 
The skeleton was found in a 
fetal position. Gorniak said, "The 
arms were crossed over the chest 
and the knees were drawn up 
toward the chest. They buried 
people like that for two reasons: 
it saved time digging because the 
hole was smaller, and it aided in 
what they believed was re-birth 
&W 
Julie Gorniak and Oscarette who is now oa display hi Lancaster 
Library. 
into the next life." 
A pottery vessel, necklace 
made of turkeybone and a 
bracelet made of shells were also 
found with the skeleton. 
Gorniak stated, "I think it's a 
female. As far as I'm concerned, 
the sex has been determined." 
With this conclusion the skeleton 
has been renamed Oscarette as 
opposed to Oscar which was the 
name it had when it was believed 
to have been a male skeleton. 
The skeleton is now on exhibit 
in the library. It is in its flexed 
burial position and can be found 
on the main floor. Oscarette will 
be remaining on campus until 
March 25 then she will be 
returned to Ix>y C. Carter. 
(Special thanks to Kent Booty 
who did the reporting.) 
Spring Job Prospects Cool 
EVANSTON, IL. (CPS) - 
Spring grads' job prospects may 
not be quite as positive as 
previous reports predicted, the 
latest testing of American 
business' hiring plans indicates. 
The previous reports, 
moreover, suggested only 
slightly better job prospects than 
students had last year, when the 
job market was at a nadir. 
"I expect it to be flat, maybe 
plus or minus one percent 
compared to last year," observes 
Victor Lindquist, supervisor of 
Northwestern University's 
Endicott Report, the most recent 
of the three major surveys on job 
prospects for graduating seniors. 
And previously "hot" 
engineering, computer and 
chemistry grads are going to 
have a much harder time finding 
jobs than their counterparts of 
tne last few years. 
Students are going to have to 
commit to a longer job search 
and be satisfied with fewer 
choices," Lindquist says. 
In late November, the College 
Placement Council (CPC) 
projected firms will make two 
percent more job offers than they 
did last spring, while in 
December Michigan State's 
national survey of buisness hiring 
plans predicted a 1.4 percent rise 
in job offers for '86 grads. 
The    three    surveys    ask 
companies throughout $R* 
country how many first-time job 
seekers they plan to hire from the 
next graduating class. 
Lindquist says his report was 
less optimistic because it polled 
firms three months after the CPC 
did, and because it does not 
sample government agencies' 
plans like the CPC does. 
"Our report is pretty close to 
(John) Shingleton's at Michigan 
(State)," he notes. 
"All three surveys sample 
different populations," explains 
Rhea Nagle of the CPC. 
For only the third time in 20 
years, Lindqnist's "population" 
had a declining interest in hiring 
engineering majors. There will 
be six percent fewer job offers for 
them this year, the report said. 
The Endicott Report also 
predicts a nine percent decrease 
in offers to chemistry majors. 
The other reports anticipated a 
"slight" increase. 
The Northwestern survey does 
agree that computer majors will 
suffer a five percent decrease in 
employment opportunities. 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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My Page 
My girlfriend says, "Why don't you write a nice editorial for 
once.'' I tried, I really did. I searched my heart for optimism and 
benevolence. Perhaps I've had a poor upbringing; maybe it was that 
time I was jumping on the bed like I wasn't supposed to and the 
spring broke and I got launched into the dresser and split my head. . 
• 
Several students have approached me with the latest monetary 
travesty perpretrated by Longwood College. The problem is with the 
comprehensive fees. Apparently the Board of Visitors (it's a nice 
place to visit but...) has decided that everybody must pay these fees 
no matter what the circumstances. 
Sometimes these circumstances get rather extreme, yet the 
administration is handcuffed by Longwood policy and shows little 
flexibility. 
Student teachers always pay $400.00 in fees even though they 
spend ten weeks of the semester up to 3 hours away teaching 
drooling pre-pubescents how to 'write good'. The student teachers 
are charged $345.00 in fees if they live off campus during the six 
weeks they do spend at Longwood for modules. That means they are 
Only a handful of staffers remain with The 
Rotunda this semester. We need writers of all kinds. 
We would like to have a reporter in each academic 
department as well as Independent 'Rovers' to write 
on anything from student aid to deadly A.I.D.S., 
from Rock and Roll to rocks of cocaine. 
If you lust for the fast life of travel, celebrity and 
high fashion that is The Rotunda, come to the 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. this Thursday night. The 
Rotunda office is located in Lankford, left of the post 
office, or contact Frank Raio, Box 1133,392-4012. 
C8W» 
UNITED NATIONS 
& 
charged for sixty-plus dollars per week spent at Longwood. That's a 
heck of a lot of student activity. That's a comprehensive fee alright. 
Four students have been chosen to student teach in Korea this 
semester. These students are true Longwood Ambassadors, paying 
all their own expenses, pioneering a new program for the Longwood 
brochure and probably recruiting new foreign students for 
Longwood. You guessed it, these four students must pay full fees 
also. The Board of Visitors must figure these people might fly back 
for the weekend and catch a Student Union double feature. 
The young and bold of the R.O.T.C. program must pay fees when 
they go away to summer training sessions. If these students actually 
came to the 'wood to enjoy the benefits of the fees, they would be 
listed as A.W.O.L. and presumably would flunk the summer course. 
"Yes Sir! I went to see a S-UN double feature Sir!!" "Drop and give 
me a million, Cadet!" 
Bruce Souza was slated to graduate in December but decided to 
stay enrolled at Longwood and serve an internship at the General 
Assembly in Richmond under Dr. Helms' government program. 
Souza was billed for the full $335.00 comprensive fee. Souza and 
Helms fought and won. The administration's Richard Hurley 
decided that Souza was the exception because he had already earned 
enough credit to graduate. 
Hurley should be commended for being able to smell a ripoff and 
make it right. But Hurley needs permission to be more flexible and 
make more exceptions for some of these other cases. This can only 
come from the Board of Visitors. 
Longwood College must really need those dollars badiy if it is 
forced to steal it from student teachers and interns. Obviously the 
money is already spent somewhere. The solution is simple. They are 
gonna have to raise everybody's comprehensive fees by five or ten 
bucks and stop charging students who cannot possibly spend the 
dues they pay. 
Future students will feel better about a more fair Longwood, 
more parents and alumni might donate money and Rotunda editors 
might begin writing wimpy 'nice' editorials. 
F. F. Raio 
All THctt opft^-D Jo TERRORS, RX'tt ^fouR HANDS... 
0H,5rfifl*l\fcUQ|itliM£. 
IA<* OF irsl SCHOOL ajuNSftiNGc 
IT WAS 3CEY. 
1ROTUJNDA 
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Summer Governor's Fellows 
To The Editor: 
I am an elementary education 
major, and I have something to 
say about (as I am sure many 
psychology and education majors 
do) the education psychology 
department being moved up to 
the Wynne Building. 
I was rather upset when I 
arrived at school in August to find 
out that half of my classes had 
been moved to Wynne. (Never, 
never land!) Although I have 
adjusted to the "sprint" from 
Wynne to Grainger everyday in 
ten minutes or less, I am none too 
happy with having a night class 
at Wynne. 
On Monday evenings, I trek up 
to Wynne at about 6:30 p.m. (My 
class starts at 7:00, so I have to 
leave early to make sure I get 
there in time). As the class is 
ending I start to tense because I 
realize that I have to walk down 
that "long dark alley" to safety 
by myself. 
I am sure everyone is now 
wondering where I am going with 
this. Well, I would like to know 
what were the administrators 
thinking about when they 
"stuck" one of the largest 
departments up in "no man's 
land." Didn't they consider how 
many students would be late for 
their classes when either coming 
from or going to Wynne? Didn't 
they consider how many people 
would have to walk back to their 
dorms in the dark? Didn't they 
consider that walking either up or 
down hill is not easily done on 
loose gravel? Didn't they 
consider that someone may get 
attacked walking down the dark 
wooded street late at night? Why, 
even if they had to move the 
education-psychology 
department to Wynne, couldn't 
they have put the night classes 
some where directly on campus? 
Why not Hiner? Wouldn't that be 
more economical? Why have two 
buildings open instead of only 
one? These are just a few 
questions that some of the 
students and I have been raising. 
I feel that something needs to 
be done about this before 
someone really gets hurt. If the 
administrators of this fine college 
feel that I am just blowing off 
steam, I challenge any one of 
them to walk beside me for a 
week of classes. If after a week of 
classes this brave administrator 
still feels that the decision to 
move the education-psychology 
department to the Wynne 
building wasn't made in haste, 
then I will reevaluate my 
objections. Until then I can only 
feel that this was another blind 
decision made by the 
administrators of Longwood 
College without considering all of 
the repercussions. 
Debra S. Pulley 
Career Preparation 
IT INVOLVES MORE THAN CHOOSING A MAJOR. 
JANUARY 14, TUESDAY- 3:14 Wynne Building 
Teaching Majors: Preparing for the Job 
JANUARY 16, THURSDAY      Time ond Location TBA 
Looking for Success (dress, make-up and hairstyles, physical fitness) 
Sponsored by Business and Professional Women's Club of Farmville. 
(More details to follow). 
JANUARY 28, TUESDAY      1 00 French Hall Conference Room 
Assertiveness: How to Say No Without Feeling Guilty 
• Students may view, at their own discretion, video tapes on resume 
writing, interviewing  and job hunting skills. 
• OCCP staff is available for individual office appointments, mock in- 
terviews, group sessions, residence hall programming and or 
seminars at the request of students, faculty, and organizations. 
• CRC Feature: SIGI Plus computerized career guidance system, of- 
fering self assessment with occupational information available for 
student use. User hours are posted. 
Programs presented by: 
Office Of Career Planning 4nd Placemen! 
2nd Floor, S  Ruffner       Phone 392 9254 
Governor-elect Gerald L. 
Baliles is pleased to announce 
that the Governor's Fellows 
program, created in 1982, will be 
repeated in 1986. Fellows will 
serve during the summer of 1986. 
Coordinator of the program is A. 
E. Dick Howard, Professor of 
I^w at the University of Virginia. 
Purpose. The purpose of the 
program is to offer talented and 
highly motivated young people 
firsthand experience in the 
processes of state government. 
As a result of their experience, 
Fellows may well be attracted to 
careers in government or public 
service. In addition to giving 
Fellows valuable experience, the 
program is designed to bring 
fresh ideas into the Governor's 
Office. Moreover, the program 
should serve to strengthen ties 
between the state government 
and Virginia's academic 
community, building a mutual 
sense of understanding and 
rapport. 
Eligibility. Students must be 
graduating seniors or must be 
enrolled as degree candidates in 
a graduate or professional 
school. Students enrolled in 
Virginia colleges or universities, 
public or private, may apply, 
regardless of state of residence. 
Virginia residents enrolled in out- 
of-state institutions, public or 
private, may also apply. In the 
selection process, there will be no 
discrimination on political, 
racial, religious, or sexual 
grounds. 
Duration of Fellowship. An 
applicant selected as a Fellow 
must be willing to commit at 
least two months to full-time 
work in the Governor's Office. 
The normal period of Fellowship 
would be from the first week in 
June to the last week in July, 
1986. 
Assignment of Fellows. 
Fellows will be assigned to work 
with members of the Governor's 
Cabinet or personal staff. The 
nature of the assignments will 
depend partly on the official's 
needs and partly on the 
background and experience of 
the Fellow. The number of 
Fellows selected will depend 
upon the quality of the 
applications. 
Funding. No state funds are 
available to support Fellows. 
However, in previous years, 
colleges and universities proved 
willing to offer summer grants to 
Fellows selected from those 
institutions. In 1986, institutions 
from which Fellows are selected 
will again be urged to make 
summer grants available. 
Screening of Applications. A 
panel of distinguished Virginia 
educators has agreed to screen 
the applications. Personal 
interviews may be requested, at 
the discretion of the panel. 
Application   Procedure. 
Applicants should submit: 
(1) A letter of application, 
(2) A resume, 
(3) Transcripts of 
undergraduate grades and of 
graduate school grades, if any. 
Be sure to indicate GPA. 
Applications should include, 
either in the letter or the resume, 
the following information: 
(1) Name, address, and 
telephone number (both present 
and permanent). 
(2) Schools attended (with 
dates) and degrees, if any. 
(3) Extracurricular activities. 
(4) Awards and recognitions. 
(5) Work experience. 
(6) Voluntary community 
activities. 
Applicants may submit such 
other information as they deem 
relevant, e.g., list of publications, 
leisure interests, etc. 
Letters of Recommendation. 
Letters of recommendation 
would be helpful. One or two 
should suffice in most cases, 
letters should be sent directly to 
the Governor's Fellows 
Program, rather than being 
submitted by the applicant with 
the application. 
Deadline. Applications must be 
received by February 8, 1986. 
Send applications to: A. E. 
Dick Howard, Governor's 
Fellows Program, Office of the 
Governor, Richmond, Virginia 
23219. 
^   W^#% 118 W. THIRD 
M>MMMA, FARMVILLE, 
VIRGINIA 
392-6755 
HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm 
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm 
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY 
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT" 
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...S3.75 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
IT'S CHEAP! 
YOUR C1UB OR ORGANIZATION 
COULD BUY THIS SPACE 
AT A REDUCED RATE TO 
ADVERTISE A SPECIAL FUNCTION OR 
EVENT. IT'S EASIER THAN FLIERS OR 
HANDOUTS AND GETS BETTER 
COVERAGE. 
CONTACT: RANDY COPELAND 
ROTUNDA BOX 1133 
OR CALL 392-4012 
> 
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National Shakespeare Company 
Comes To Longwood Fire Safety 
The Quality of mercy is not 
strained; 
It droppeth as a gentle rain 
from heaven 
Upon the place beneath. It is 
twice blest; 
It blesseth him that gives and 
him that takes. 
These are famous lines from 
William Shakespeare's The 
Merchant of Venice and they will 
be performed live Tuesday night, 
January 21, at 8 o'clock when the 
National Shakespeare Company, 
now in its twenty-third touring 
season, makes its first 
appearance at Longwood in 
Jarman Auditorium. 
Following the performance of 
The Merchant of Venice, the 
National Shakespeare Company 
will present Shakespeare's 
tragedy Othello on Wednesday 
night at 8 p.m. on the Longwood 
College campus. 
Both appearances by the 
famous company are being 
sponsored by the Department of 
Speech and Theatre in 
cooperation with the IxHigwood 
A SCENE FROM THE NSC PRODUCTION 
"THE MERCHANT OF VENICE" 
Antonio, the Merchant of Venice, with Shylock, the money-lender, 
and Lorenzo in a scene from the National Shakespeare Co.'s 
production of "The Merchant of Venice" to be presented Tuesday at 8 
p.m. in Jarman Auditorium. The NSC production of the tragedy 
"Othello" will follow on Wednesday night in Jarman at 8 p.m. 
By JEFF ANDERSON 
You, the Longwood com- 
munity, should be aware of the 
danger involved with fire. Let's 
take, for example, one of the high 
rises burning down. Do you 
realize the amount of property 
and lives that would be lost? 
Imagine trying to find 
somewhere for five-hundred 
people to live. Would you want to 
be one of these people with no 
belongings, no books for classes, 
and especially no place to live. 
More importantly could you 
remain a student at Longwood. 
With all this in mind, you 
should be aware of fire hazards 
that exist on campus. 
Carelessnesses, forgetfulness, 
and ignorance with the following 
may lead to fire: smoking 
materials, flame, decorations, 
trash,  flammable  liquids,   fur- 
niture and especially appliances. 
If a fire should occur you 
should stay calm and act quickly. 
First, you should warn others by 
pulling an alarm or by shouting 
down the hall. Next, you should 
get safely away and call the fire 
department. 
Another dangerous hazard is 
the pulling of false fire alarms. 
There is a lot of confusion during 
a fire alarm which could cause an 
accident. The main reason being 
the "panic" related to a fire. 
False fire alarms cause people to 
loose faith in the system. If it is 
an actual emergency, people 
may not react, thinking it is false. 
Pulling a false fire alarm is a 
Class 1 Misdemeanor punishable 
by up to a $1,000 fine or one year 
in jail or both. 
at Belmont and woos and wins 
her  by   choosing   the   correct 
College Arts Council. Longwood   casket by the rules of her father's 
College students will be admitted 
free with the presentation of their 
student I.D. card. 
The Merchant of Venice has 
endured as one of Shakespeare's 
most popular and controversial 
comedies. Centering on the issues 
of law, love, and business, the 
play has been praised for its 
exhaltation    of    mercy   and 
condemned for its seeming anti- 
Semitism. The play is set in Italy 
where the beautiful Portia has 
been kept a rich recluse with her 
cousin Nerissa by her father's 
will, which states that she may 
marry the man who chooses the 
correct of three caskets: one of 
gold, one of silver, and one of 
lead. Thus deprived of her free 
will,   she  pines   for  a   young 
Venetian, Bassanio, while she is 
courted by many suitors she will 
not have. 
Bassanio is also in love with 
Portia, but lacks sufficient 
money to woo her. He tries to 
borrow from his friend the 
merchant, Antonio, but Antonio's 
money has all been invested in a 
fleet of ships. However, Antonio 
agrees to stand bond for Bassanio 
to borrow the money from 
Shylock, a Jewish money lender. 
Shylock agrees to lend the 
money, but since Antonio has no 
capital, he requires as collateral 
a pound of Antonio's flesh. 
Meanwhile, Shylock's 
daughter, Jessica, has eloped 
with Lorenzo, a friend of 
Bassanio's, taking much of 
Shylock's wealth with her. 
Shylock suspects Antonio of being 
behind the elopement and 
is determined to punish him. 
Bassanio goes to Portia's home 
will. But their happiness is 
shortlived as word arrives from 
Venice that Antonio's merchant 
ships have been wrecked at sea 
and Shylock is demanding his 
pound of flesh. Bassanio hurries 
back to Venice with money to 
repay Shylock, but Shylock 
refused to accept it. Instead he 
demands his pound of flesh from 
Antonio. 
Portia, who has followed 
Bassanio back to Venice, 
masquerades as a judge and 
hears the case in court, granting 
Shylock his pound of flesh — but 
refusing him even one drop of 
Antonio's blood. Confounded, 
Shylock is unable to collect and 
his goods are confiscated and he 
is compelled to convert to 
Christianity. 
Portia, still masquerading as 
the judge, also tricks Bassanio 
into giving her his engagement 
ring, which he has sworn to her 
never to remove from his finger, 
as a token of gratitude for saving 
Antonio.   When   all   return   to 
Belmont, there is much berating 
of each other about the rings, but 
all ends merrily as Bassanio and 
Portia, along with Lorenzo and 
Jessica, among others,  plan 
weddings and lives filled with 
happiness,    as    befits    the 
resolution of all comedies. 
Amy Mcl^ellan plays the role of 
Portia and Dan Snow is Shylock. 
Ms. McLellan is a graduate of the 
National Shakespeare 
Conservatory and has played a 
number of roles in New York and 
at the Pioneer Playhouse in 
Danville, Kentucky. Snow has 
appeared in New York in various 
roles, including the role of Danny 
Minx in Joyce Carol Oates's play 
Triumph of the Spider Monkey. 
He has just completed his third 
season of "Project: Educational 
Theatre," which tours the south 
each year. 
The National Shakespear 
Company's production of The 
Merchant of Venice is being 
directed by Ron Daley. Daley has 
been with the NSC since 1976 and 
has directed a number of the tour 
shows, including Macbeth, 
Hamlet, Twelfth Night, and 
Taming of the Shrew. He also is 
the Artistic Director of NSC. 
KRAKAJAX 
Reviewed 
By   Po»tino 
The pulsating and fast bent "Sun really got their act together 
band, KRAKAJAX, rocked the this year. The band was 
LDH on Friday night until the awesome!" Even though the 
walls came tumbling down, students were packed in the LDH 
Krakajax played a variety of like sardines, everyone still 
music which consisted of Phil enjoyed the show. 
Collins, Prince, WHAM, Huey Some of SUN's upcoming 
Lewis and The News, Van Halen events include: The Observers, 
and many others. The students Janet McLaughlin and the 
really seemed to enjoy the band, spectacular band The Voltage 
One   student   commented   that Brothers. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
1986-87 
RA 
POSITIONS 
The Ones Who Make 
A Brighter Day: 
Longwood 
R.A.s BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
• Room And Board 
• Experience In Interpersonal Skills, Conflict Resolution, Crisis Inter- 
vention, Leadership, Program Planning and Teamwork. 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE ONLY AT A MANDATORY INFORMATIONAL MEETING: 
Monday, January 20 at 6 p.m.; Tuesday, January 21 at 9:30 p.m. 
In the R, W, G Rooms, Lankford 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
JANUARY 28, 1986- 5 P.M. 
Minority Students Are Encouraged To Apply. 
S.A.L.T. Recognized 
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Orientation Leaders Needed 
By MARIA GINDER 
The Students Against 
Longwood's Trash in conjunction 
with the Keep Longwood 
Beautiful Project that is ad- 
ministered by Student 
Development Education have 
just received a major boost in 
their program. 
This past week Jennifer Hut- 
chings, chairman of the group 
was informed that they were 
awarded first place in the college 
and universities "Keep Virginia 
Beautiful" project. 
The competition went 
throughout Virginia in all of the 
state supported colleges and 
universities. 
The Alpha Phi Omega service 
fraternity here at Longwood 
contributed to the winning of this 
award by their efforts to keep our 
campus clean. 
Members of S.A.L.T., Jennifer 
Hutchings, Lynn Larmon, and 
Laura Funkhouser, along with 
Kathy    Scheib, president of the 
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity, will 
be attending an awards banquet 
at the Marriot Hotel in Richmond 
on   January   22,   1986.   Also 
attending this banquet will be the 
Governor  and   First  1,-ady   of 
Virginia, as it will be she who 
presents  the award,  also the 
Lieutenant Governor of Virginia, 
athe Attorney Gneral, and other 
state legislatures. 
The group's advisor Kathy 
Brown stated "I feel this is in- 
dicative of the importance of our 
Anti-pollution campaign. I hope it 
serves as incentive for par- 
ticipation    from     Longwood 
students       toward       future 
conservation projects." 
If interested in getting involved 
in S.A.L.T. you could contact any 
on of its members. The acting 
officers as of now are: 
Jennifer Hutchings — Chair- 
person; Lynn Harmon — Co- 
chairperson; Laura Funkhouser 
— Secretary; Jay Fitzhugh — 
Treasurer; Stacy Hicks — 
Publicity Manager. 
I.U.S. Mil) Review Student Loan Applications 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - 
The Internal Revenue Service, 
recently signed up to help corral 
students who default on their 
student loans, may now get in the 
business of deciding if students 
are telling the truth on their aid 
applications. 
To "catch errors" on student 
aid applications, the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) 
said last week it will ask 
Congress to give federal agencies 
access to IRS records. 
Claiming student loans have 
the "highest error rate" of any 
federal benefit program, OMB 
spokesman Steve Tupper says 
the    plan    could    save    the 
A Positive Point 
About Breast Cancer. 
Now we can see it before 
you can feel it. When it's no 
bigger than the dot on this 
page. 
And when it's 90% cur- 
able. With the best chance 
of saving the breast. 
The trick is catching it 
early. And that's exactly 
what a mammogram can do. 
A mammogram is a sim- 
ple x-ray thats simply the 
>est news yet for detecting 
breast cancer. And saving 
lives. 
If you're over 35, ask 
your doctor about 
mammography. 
Give yourself the 
chance of a lifetime." 
I AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY* I 
government at least $1 billion. 
But some student aid officials 
say the OMB insists on 
overestimating the error rate. 
"There seems to be an attitude 
that there are a whole bunch of 
people out there cheating," says 
Dallas Martin, head of the 
National Association of Student 
Financial   Aid   Administaators. 
"But our experience has been 
that people are very, very 
honest," he notes. 
Tupper is quick to say he 
doesn't believe students are 
"cheating," though he does call 
the measure "very necessary," 
and believes Martin "is very 
wrong." 
Nineteen percent of all Pell 
Grant recipients, for example, 
are overpaid because of 
informational errors on the 
applications, Tupper maintains. 
By verifying family income 
information with the IRS, 
institutions can make sure 
"everyone receives just the right 
amount of money they're entitled 
to," he adds. 
But as the OMB hurries to 
complete the proposal before 
Congress adjourns for the 
holidays, House members 
already are complaining the 
system would invade students' 
privacy. 
"In an attempt to eliminate 
abuse in government programs, 
we may also be eliminating 
privacy and personal 
independence," says Rep. Don 
Edwards, the Democratic 
chairman of the House Judiciary 
Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights. 
Student aid is only the most 
recent addition to the Reagan 
administration's effort to solve 
the "payment integrity 
problems" troubling federal 
benefit programs by bringing in 
the IRS. 
Congress has already approved 
having the IRS verify income and 
eligibility for the food stamp, 
unemployment, Medicaid, and 
Aid to Dependent Children 
programs. 
In August, the administration 
announced it would also have the 
IRS withhold the tax returns of 
people who are in default on their 
students loan repayments. 
The withholding will start with 
1985 tax returns. 
"The OMB is saying to 
Congress, if your intent is 
payment integrity, then you must 
add at least a dozen other 
programs (to the verification 
systems) including student aid," 
Tupper says. 
Tupper says the error rate for 
all federal benefit programs 
currently stands at five percent. 
Allowing agancies access to 
IRS and other information — eg., 
alien status, Cocial Security files 
and railroad retirement income 
— would decrease the error 
amount by as much as $1 billion, 
Tupper estimates. 
Under the new proposal, the 
Pell Grant overall error rate 
would drop "by much more than 
a few (percentage points," 
Tupper says. 
Meanwhile, the Department of 
Education's Office of Student Aid 
and the American  Council on 
Education say they'll reserve 
judgement until the proposal 
makes its way to Congress. 
By KIM DEANER 
"A good orientation program is 
essential for new students en- 
tering Longwood if they desire to 
gain the maximum out of their 
college life. The opportunities are 
here, and orientation opens doors 
for new students that allows them 
to become more well rounded 
individuals and sharpen many 
valuable skills they will need 
later in life." 
Rudy Hull 
"I thoroughly enjoyed being an 
orientation leader. I feel it not 
only put me in contact with new 
and interesting people, but also 
made me more familiar with 
Longwood College and what a full 
college life should include." 
Michael Clements 
"This past fall was my first try 
at being an orientation leader. It 
was a good experience helping 
incoming freshmen with their 
problems and questions. I 
learned a lot about Longwood 
while helping them." 
Lisa LeMay 
Orientation for fall of 1986 has 
just entered its preliminary 
planning stages. Now is the time 
to take the opportunity to get 
involved in Longwood, develop 
leadership skills, and meet 
people. The requirements for an 
orientation leader are to par- 
ticipate in leadership develop- 
ment sessions for a total of 4-6 
hours during the spring '86 
semester, participate in a 4-day 
training session and maintain a 
2.2 G.P.A. This year there will be 
a $100 salary for all leaders. 
If anyone is interested in ap- 
plying for a position, and is 
willing to dedicate themselves to 
the orientation program, ap- 
plications will be available in the 
information office on Monday, 
January 20,1986. If there are any 
questions contact Kathe Taylor in 
Student Development (392-9298), 
Matt Church (392-8778) or Kim 
Deaner (392-9579). 
Student Aid 
(Continued from Page 1) 
"Clearly cuts will be triggered 
before possible tax legislation," 
she says. 
ACE's    Smith,    moreover, 
doesn't think states readily will 
replace federal student aid cuts 
with funds of their own. 
"We haven't heard of any 
quantum leaps in state aid," 
Smith says. "It tends to go up 
with inflation, and that's it." 
Lobbyists have not 
surrendered, though. 
The USSA will be organizing a 
letter campaign around the 
country for students to write their 
representatives. The target time 
will be around St. Patrick's Day, 
when legislators will be making 
key decisions. "We will be 
working the green back in the 
education budget,"  Ozer says. 
A similar nationwide letter- 
writing campaign helped defeat a 
presidential proposal to cut 
federal student aid programs In 
1982. 
Spring Job 
SOIL 
SAVER 
ATTINTIOM: LAND OWNII/USM 
Mo»l toil •rotton-lotft i» tnviublm 
up to 16 loot p*r acrm Contort your 
local toll conservation itivici 
Spunxuvd by ( umb«iland Bullion Club 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Not all the news is gloomy, 
however. 
There is, Lindquist found, a 
continuing employer interest in 
business and marketing degrees. 
And liberal arts grads have 
better job prospects this yar, the 
Endicott Report found. 
Firms planned to make 12 
percent more job offers to liberal 
arts grads then they did last year, 
Linquist says. 
Companies think liberal arts 
majors are "more able to deal 
with disparate thoughts and 
ideas. Their thinking is more 
holistic," Linquist says. 
"We need people who can 
translate computers into usable 
terms," explains Steve Bennett, 
author of "Playing Hardball with 
Soft Skills," a soon-to-be-released 
book   about   how   liberal   arts 
majors can break into the job 
market. 
Lindquist says American 
Telephone and Telegraph 
(AT&T) recruits liberal arts 
majors as managers because 
they perform better than any 
other degree. 
Lindquist also credits the move 
by many liberal arts majors to 
take a more diversified 
curriculum, which often includes 
computer, math and business 
courses. "Kids are getting better 
prepared for jobs." 
In preparing for the job 
market, Lindquist recommends 
seniors had "better hit the 
ground running now, get a 
resume together, know the 
market. You are going to be 
competing with all your 
classmates. It's going to be a 
very competitive year." 
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Halley's Comet: 
By BARRETT BAKER 
With the threat of catastrophe 
all but put aside, some en- 
treprenuers are viewing Halley's 
comet as an excellent chance to 
take advantage of a good thing. 
According to Mr. James Caleb, 
who teaches marketing as a 
profession, this is one of those 
typical situations that comes 
about periodically where people 
have definite reasons for doing 
particular things. "Some of these 
people are trying to 'make a 
name for themselves' to show 
what they can do in the 
marketing area and then use that 
for a stepping stone for other 
projects," he said. "But I think 
that most of them are just in for a 
fast buck. I don't believe people 
when they tell me that they are 
not in it for the money or they 
aren't in it for something. They 
must have some goal in mind or 
else they wouldn't be doing it in 
the first place." 
From a marketing standpoint, 
the appearance of the comet is 
going to be almost as significant 
to sales as it is to science. And 
similar to the expectations of 
scientists, marketing experts and 
novices alike are already gearing 
up for the big event. "You have to 
look ahead on something like 
this," said Mr. Caleb. "There is 
already enough competition the 
way it is, but if you get in on it 
early enough, producing the 
gambit of products that would be 
applicable to this situation — t- 
shirts, bumper stickers, reprints 
of scientific findings — you may 
be able to discourage at least 
some competition. However," he 
finishes, "there is still going to be 
the Johnny-come-latelys that will 
be saying, 'uh, oh! look what's 
happening here!' and they'll 
jump on the wagon, too." Already 
there are more than 16 different 
Halley t-shirts on the market with 
topics ranging from those who 
saw it in 1910, to those who will 
Bee it again in 2061. Most slogans, 
however, are geared towards the 
"once in a lifetimers'. 
In other words, whoever gets to 
market first will probably rake in 
the   fastest   money,   and   when 
trying to exploit something that's 
going to come around every 76 
jtars for only about six months, 
fast is a key word. "Except, of 
course, for the products that are 
going to appreciate with time," 
said Mr. Caleb, "most of the 
people involved are not looking at 
this as  something to make a 
living off of for the next ten years. 
There are a lot of companies who 
just do things like this - special 
event kind of things like Halley's 
comet or the Olympics.   They 
don't just come into an event and 
then get out after it's over — they 
do other things as well. Take the 
people who make t-shirts, for 
instance. They change their 
product simply by changing the 
logos, regardless of whether it's 
going to be about the comet or 
whatever. Bumper stickers are 
the same way." Some of the more 
expensive items that are ex- 
pected to appreciate with time 
are bronze medalions inscribed 
with "Libra Nos a Malo 
Cometae" or "save us from the 
evil of the comet," and 
"Haleyscopes" which are 
relatively inexpensive refracting 
telescopes that are being 
marketed as something that can 
be used as an educational tool in 
years to come. So the key to this 
attack seems to be between those 
who come up with the most 
original ideas and those who have 
the best-planned marketing 
strategies. 
However, it even seems that 
companies having absolutely 
nothing to do with the comet are 
going to be cashing in on its 
appearance, also. In a New York 
Times article dated November 
21, 1984, a science writer in 
Millville, New Jersey is in- 
troducing a plan called 'Dark 
Skies for Comet Halley' to avoid 
excess light from washing out the 
spectacle of the comet. The idea 
is to get people in small and 
middle-sized cities to turn off 
advertising signs and other non- 
essential lights after midnight. 
According to Mr. Caleb, even a 
plan like this could be profitable 
for businesses. "These com- 
panies might want to tie in 
something to coincide with the 
comet even though they don't 
have any products directly 
related to it — something to the 
effect of 'this is Halley's comet 
night, so we will be turning off 
our lights so that you can see it 
better and before that time we're 
going to have a special,' " he 
said. For that manner, it would 
be almost like any other special 
sale kind of situation — like 
Washington's birthday or 
Halloween. Everyone is going to 
have an opportunity to cash in on 
it. In fact, business is going so 
well that even certain cruise lines 
will have to find extra ships or 
book more cruises because the 
response to 'comet cruises' has 
become so great. 
So what kind of effect will 
something like this have on the 
merchants or even the citizens of 
Farmville? Again, Mr. Caleb 
elaborates: "I'm sure that there 
will be some impact," he said, 
"but I don't forsee anything out of 
the ordinary. Most of the 
businesses in Farmville are very 
traditional — they don't really 
make an effort to capitalize on 
things like this — even to the 
extent of Oktoberfest. That has 
always been an occasion that 
Science or Sales 
brings a lot of people in here so 
you should have sales, specials, 
and different things happening. I 
don't see anything too different in 
this situation. That," he finishes, 
"might be an area that someone 
might like to look into." 
"As for myself," said Caleb, 
"maybe I'm too low key — but I 
don't get too hyped up on this 
stuff. Yes, it is interesting, but I 
don't think that I would 
necessarily go out of my way for 
anything like a cruise. First of 
all, I couldn't afford it and if I 
could, I'd want to take it for a 
different reason." 
The common observer who is 
trapped between the two ex- 
tremes of science and sales can 
also ponder one additional 
thought. Comets, in general, have 
always been considered bad 
omens. This is one reason that 
modern astronomers discount the 
notion that the Star of Bethlehem 
was a comet — the Star was 
supposed to herald the birth of a 
king and not the death of one, as 
was thought in those days. As Mr. 
Curley points out, "The three who 
followed the star were wise men 
and they knew their astrology," 
he said. "It would be illogical for 
them to pick a comet to depict the 
birth of a king." 
Following a quick history of 
Halley's comet — which, in- 
cidentally is pronounced iden- 
tically to alley or Sally — could 
definately give someone the 
impression that it does symbolize 
something very ominous: It was 
in the sky when Jerusalem fell; it 
was in the sky when Attila the 
Hun was invading Italy; it was 
there when Norman the 
Conqueror invaded England in 
the Battle of Hastings; it was 
above when Napoleon was 
marching in and out of Russia; it 
passed by in 1664 and in the 
following year, bubonic plague 
wiped out a fifth of London's 
population; Queen Elizabeth of 
England was warned not to look 
at it — all though she really had 
nothing to worry about — she was 
not a king. "The Norman 
Conquest is a story in itself," said 
Mr. Curley. "Here was William 
the Conqueror in his ships off the 
coast of England ready to invade, 
and there's Halley's comet in the 
sky. 'Good grief, he thought, 
that means the death of a king — 
and I'm a king!' He had a good 
wizard though because the 
wizard explained to him, 'You 
are fighting another king — the 
comet means his death' and that 
seemed to convince William. 
And," he ends with a laugh, "it 
was the other king who died af- 
terall... and it was probably the 
wizard who killed him!" 
Throughout history, man has 
always   looked   for   convenient 
ways to blame quirks of nature to 
cover up his own stupidity so why 
shouldn't a comet be subjected to 
the same abuse? "I think that 
any year you can find disasters," 
said Curley, "so to attribute the 
fact to comets is ridiculous. Take 
for instance Mark Twain.  He 
came in with Halley's comet and 
predicted that he would go out 
with it — and sure enough he did 
it." 
So what does that mean? "I 
don't know," said Curley. "You'll 
have to ask Samuel Clemens ..." 
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Female   Teachers  Let  Men   Dominate   Parking 
Solution Class Rooms, Too By JIM SCHWARTZ 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS (CPS) - 
Male students tend to dominate 
classroom conversations even 
when the instructor is female, a 
new Harvard study says. 
Previously, much education 
research blamed women's 
classroom reticence on 
discomfort with having male 
professors. 
The report is the second in as 
many weeks indicating colleges 
aren't always as hospitable to 
women as they are to men. 
Two weeks ago Congress' 
Office of Technology Assessment 
found college teachers often steer 
women away from high-paying 
science and engineering careers 
with subtly-discouraging 
classroom behavior. 
In the new Harvard study, 
Education Prof. Catherine 
Krupnick videotaped Harvard 
courses taught by 24 different 
instructors,- and then calculated 
how often — and how long — male 
and female students participated 
in classroom discussions. 
Krupnick, who conducts 
workshops on other campuses, 
says men dominate classroom 
discussions at colleges around 
the country. 
While Krupnick notes men's 
and women's grades and aptitude 
test scores are about the same, 
she says male dominance in the 
classroom is important because - 
'liberal arts schools are set up to 
imply       participation        is 
important." 
She adds the same problems 
show up later in the workplace. 
Krupnick began studying 
classroom speaking habits to 
help her figure out why women 
who do as well as men in college 
don't seem to be keeping up in 
their careers ten years after 
graduation. 
Studies show   that   marriage 
and  childbearing are not the 
main obstacles to career success, 
she adds. 
Women's career problems, 
Krupnick now believes, are at 
least partially related to both 
their restraint in participating in 
the classroom and instructors' 
acceptance of what they have to 
say. 
"In the real world, the ability to 
express ideas forcefully is 
important. It's highly correlated 
with how you do in your career," 
Krupnick asserts. 
"It confirms our findings," 
says Bernice Sandier of the 
Project on the Education and 
Status of Women. 
Sandier and colleague Roberta 
Hall have released numerous 
summary studies documenting 
differences in the way men and 
women go to — and are treated in 
—college. 
Female instructors themselves 
often were raised in homes that 
considered men's views as more 
valuable, Sandier observes. 
Their upbringing, she says, 
may explain why women 
teachers might allow men to 
dominate class discussions. 
"Many of the different 
expectations for men and women 
are carried over from the larger 
social situation into the college 
classroom," Hall says. 
In another study, University of 
California researchers Candice 
West and Donald Zimmerman 
found men interrupt classroom 
conversations three times more 
often than women. Also, women 
wait twice as long to interrupt. 
However, they also found that 
women are just as likely as men 
to gain the floor when they do 
interrupt. 
Previous research also 
indicated women's classroom 
language is not as "assertive" as 
men's. But Krupnick's study 
differed. 
Krupnick compares female 
students' classroom problems to 
the plight of immigrants being 
introduced into the public school 
system in New York City around 
the turn of the century. "They did 
not speak up as much in class 
because of language barriers." 
Women, she says, are 
unfamiliar with the type of 
assertiveness associated with 
success. 
"College experience can 
reinforce old expectations, or can 
help women to overcome them," 
Hall says. 
By MARIA GINDER 
In reference to my article in 
issue eleven, I have been in- 
formed of the solution to my 
parking problem. Once again the 
Campus Police came through. 
If you cannot find a place to 
park, drive your car to the 
Campus Police Station. In this 
office there is a phone that will 
directly contact the officer 
driving around at the time. He 
will come to the Campus Police 
Station, drive in front of or behind 
you in your search for a parking 
place, then take you and whoever 
or whatever you have with you to 
your respective dorm. 
Maybe you could even talk the 
officer into making sure you don't 
get a ticket the following morning 
if you happen to have to park 
illegally, but in any case, at least 
you will get to your dorm safely. 
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Box 445 
ARE YOU A WINNER? 
There is often only o small dif- 
ference between the top leaders 
in every field and those who 
merely "do        well." THE 
PSYCHOLOGY OF WINNING is a 
program that offers simple, yet 
profound principles shared by 
the great achievers of our day. 
These principles give you a win- 
ning edge in every situation. 
Each session will feature a 20- 
minute motivational tape by Dr. 
Dennis Waitly Followed by in- 
dividual and group reactions. A 
free lunch will be served at 12:10 
followed by the seminar con- 
cluding around 1:45. (Thursday) 
January 30-Positive Self 
Expectancy; February 6-Positive 
Self-Motivation; February 13- 
Psoitive Self-image; February 20- 
Positive Self-Direction; February 
27-Positive Self-Control; March 6- 
Positive Self Discipline. March 
20-Positive Self-Esteem; March 
27-Positive Self-Dimension; April 
3 Positive Self Awareness; April 
10-Positive Self-Projection. 
Please return to Michael Ed- 
wards, BSU Center, By January 
29. 
NAME  
BOX  
Bible 
Study 
What is a parable? Is it merely 
a clever story or a moral tale' 
Hardly A parable is a veiled 
self testimony that calls for a 
decision from the hearer or 
reader. The parables of Jesus 
have an uncanny ability to ex 
pose and explain human 
existence. You are invited to 
participate in a ten-session Bible 
Study. Each participant will be 
given a copy of THE PARABLES 
OF JESUS by Dr Peter Rhea 
Jones The studies will be held in 
the BSU Center each Tuesday at 
12:10 followed by the study of 
the Parables 
January     28 Parables      Perspec 
lives     on      Life       February     4 
Parables     Perspectives   on   Life; 
February   11 Life  in  the  Light  of 
Grace (1). February 18 life in the 
Light  Of  Grace(2)    February  25 
Life   in    the   Light   of   Grace(3). 
March    4 Life    in    the    Light    of 
Noture.    March    18 Life    in    the 
Light of National Religious Crisis; 
March  25 Life  in  the  Light  of  a 
Moment of  Truth;  April  1 Life in 
the Light of Death   April 8 Life In 
the Light of Final Exams. 
Please   return   to   Michael   Ed 
wards    BSU  Center,   By   January 
27 
NAME  
BOX  
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WNAHONAL COLLEGE 
1EWS 
YUPPIES ARE A MEDIA 
INVENTION: According to 
Business Week magazine, only 5 
percent of urban residents 
between the ages of 25 and 39 
make more than $30,000. Nearly 
50 percent have incomes below 
$20,000. 
THE MOST EDUCATED 
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD is how 
a recent Census Bureau study 
described Americans. In 1980-81, 
32 percent of U.S. citizens 25 or 
older had at least some college 
education, compared with 17 
percent of East Germans, 17 
percent of Canadians, 16 percent 
of Swedes, 15 percent of Japanese 
and 7 percent of Hungarians. 
A GENERATION TO WATCH: 
Most young women between the 
ages of 13 and 15 are "healthy, 
happy and well-adjusted, 
whether they are black, brown or 
white, middle or working class, 
from intact or single- parent 
families," according to a study 
by the U. of California-Berkeley 
School of Social Welfare. 
CIA RECRUITING EFFORTS 
at Arizona State U. prompted two 
students to pass out flyers urging 
students to ignore the recruiters. 
"We're not a student group," said 
one. "We're just... a couple of 
pissed-off students who got 
together to alert other students 
about the kind of atrocities the 
CIA has committed." 
COLLEGE DEGREES ARE 
WORTH MORE to male students 
now than at any time since the 
1960s, according to a new Census 
Bureau study. Male college 
graduates can expect to earn 39 
percent more than men who quit 
school after high school. 
HEALTH CENTER FEES are 
about to go up, and services to be 
cut back, on campuses around 
the country, according to the 
American College Health 
Association. Increasingly large 
court awards in malpractice suits 
are driving insurance rates up, 
and causing some companies to 
refuse coverage. 
TIMES HAVE CHANGED: In 
1940, 38 percent of Americans at 
least 29 years old had a high 
school diploma, and 6 percent 
had a college degree. Today, 86 
percent have a high school 
diploma and 22 percent a college 
degree. 
"I DON'T RENT TO BLACK 
PEOPLE ANYWAY." That's 
what an on-campus agent for the 
University Rental Service told a 
Northwestern U. student when 
she tried to rent a refrigerator. 
The company fired the agent and 
apologized to the student, but NU 
officials say they will monitor all 
such companies and bar from 
campus any found discriminating 
for race. 
LIVE 
D.IBRADLEYS 
Presents 
% MIGHTS OF 
ENTERTAINMENT 
JAN. 
•ANTIC HAY" 
PORTFOLIOS NEWEST 
BAND AT VIRGINIA BEACH 
*WILP KINGDOM" 
25* 
JAN. 
0\ 
SHOWS   BE&i* AT   9 OO 
ADVANCE     TICKETS 
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"TRAINING," a game in 
which students jump in front of 
moving trains to see who can get 
the closest without being hit, 
recently claimed the life of a U. of 
Kansas student. 
TEI.EPHONE 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS are 
gaining in popularity. The latest 
addition to a growing list of 
schools using phone registration 
is Prairie State College in Illinois, 
where it will be available only to 
students registering for fewer 
than 12 credit hours. 
BLACK STUDENTS' 
GRADUATION RATES, which 
were 65 percent of that of whites 
in 1940, improved to 96 percent by 
1980. 
DRUG USE IN AMERICAN 
HIGH SCHOOLS, declining for 
five years, reversed the trend in 
1985, according to a U. of 
Michigan study. Use of 
marijuana, tranquilizers, 
barbiturates, alcohol and 
cigarettes leveled off, and use of 
cocaine, PCP and opiates other 
than heroin increased. 
(CONTACT: Dr. Lloyd Johnston 
at 313-763-5043.) 
COLLEGIATE FISCAL WOES 
ARE OVER, according to a poll 
of administrators by the higher 
Education Panel. The 
administrators think their 
schools are on the brink of a more 
prosperous era. They predict, 
however, that students will pay 
even higher tuition over the next 
few years. 
MINORITY STUDENTS ARE 
RECRUITING for Cornell U. In 
response to this year's drop in 
freshman minority enrollment, 
15 students donated their fall 
breaks to recruiting high school 
students   from   around    the 
THE CLASSIFIEDS- 
HELP WANTED- $60.00 PER ] 
HUNDRED PAID for remailing 
letters from home! Send self 
addressed, stamped envelope ' 
for information application. 
Associates. Box 95-B. Roselie, 
NJ 07203. 
HELP WANTED- TYPISTS. 
$500 weekly at home! Write: 
P.O. Box 975. Elizabeth, NJ 
07207. 
RECORD TAPE WANTED: - 
While student teaching, I 
want to use the song 
"Adam" os performed by 
Jackson Brown. Please help 
me out by contacting Box 113 
or calling 392-4012. 
country. Cornell trained tahe 
recruiters and paid their travel 
expenses. 
ROWDY STUDENT 
FOOTBALL FANS at the U. of 
Wisconsisn have gone too far. 
The UW dean of students says 
fans ejected from the stadium for 
vandalism, drinking, body- 
passing or other disruptive 
behavior should be suspended 
from school and refused 
admission to UW football games 
next year. Student behavior has 
been so bad that a special 
committee has been named to 
evaluate proposals for restoring 
order. 
Wr    CAMPUS 
^ADVERTISING REP 
Be responsible for placing advertising 
materials on your campus bulletin boards. 
Work on exciting marteting programs for 
clients such as American Express, AT & T, 
Sony and Sierra Qub. Choose your own 
hours. Good experience and great money! 
For more information call, 
1-800-426-55379-Spm. 
(West Coast time) 
Representative Program 
American Passage 
500 Third Ave West 
Seattle, WA 98119 
CHOCO    0*LUS    UKAWZUS    WWfDtt   JUTTU 
W^are rlqkt down 
the street ~ 
As straight as tta 
arrow (lies/ 
Come se& our 
disolau of qif ts CARTERS 
for^WmUnUPau.   FLS°HOIR *'" 
«i *v  » & 
CARTERS FLOWER SHOP 
711   W. THIRD STREET • 392-3151 • 
Just part of our shimmering 
array of Gold Filled 
Bangle Bracelets Intricately 
engraved on flawlessly 
polished and plain tubing. 
frzr/tc amuarc / 
Martin 
The Jeweler 
—SINCI 1911- 
Moln II.. Fu.mvill*, V*. 
Phon« 392.4904 
H-SC The only word that counts. . .is the last word.   LC/R 
Nader Back In Limelight 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - 
It was 20 years ago last week that 
Ralph Nader published his first 
book, and embarked upon a 
period in which he was very 
much a national campus hero. 
His public challenges of 
corporate behavior — his first 
book, "Unsafe At Any Speed," 
ultimately forced General Motors 
to take its Corvair model car off 
the market — GM's retaliatory 
spying, and his apparently 
seamless personal integrity 
made Nader into a potent symbol 
at the time. 
Indeed, through the seventies 
Nader was able to summon an 
army of collegiate activists to 
Public Interest Research Group 
(PIRG) chapters, which he 
founded. His supports billed him 
as the nation's most popular 
college lecturer, a claim many 
professional booking agencies 
confirmed. 
But the 20th anniversary of 
"Unsafe," which prompted a 
belt law that has saved as many 
as 150.000 lives to date, finds 
Ralph Nader a somewhat out-of- 
step figure on campus. 
These days, an authority no 
less than the Carnegie 
Foundation calls college students 
"self-obsessed" and ma- 
terialistic. 
Business classes, of course, 
typically are the most popular 
offerings on many campuses. 
PIRGs are under continuous — 
and at times successful — attack 
from both conservative groups 
and a widespread campus 
apathy. 
But Nader maintains interest 
in him and his causes has not 
waned. 
"There is a lot of enthusiasm. A 
lot of students turn out," Nader 
says of his most recent lecture 
tour of the nation's campuses. 
The 52-year-old advocate also 
sees a lot of political concern 
among students during his tours. 
"There are more mechanisms 
for the activist today," Nader 
contends, giving not a little credit 
to his own PIRGs. 
Nader also credits the South 
Africa issue for contributing to 
increased student political 
consciousness about some issues, 
specifically international affairs 
and world hunger. 
Yet Nader is aware of many 
students' careerist bent these 
days. 
"The computer has attracted 
people to business courses. You 
don't see other views (on some 
campuses)," he says. 
So 20 years later, Nader has 
returned to his original theme of 
corporate sin and corporate 
responsibility. 
"All you have to do is read the 
Wall Street Journal to find out 
there is a corporate crime wave 
across the nation," says Nader, 
who thinks as many as two-thirds 
of the Fortune 500 companies 
have been convicted of some kind 
of illegal behavior. 
Too few prosecutorial 
resources are used to fight 
corporate crime, Nader 
contends. "Lots of resources are 
devoted to crime in the street 
instead of in the suite." 
The social implications of the 
"corporate crime wave" — a 
deterioration of the morals of the 
leadership class — are awesome, 
Nader asserts. "Society is like a 
fish. It rots from the head down." 
He says his PIRGs help fight 
rot, and argues the PIRGs 
remain healthy despite some 
funding losses and a serious court 
setback earlier this year. 
Professors, for example, 
recently have been more willing 
to give students credit for their 
PIRG activities, Nader says, 
which he says teach students 
about civic affairs. 
Despite some trouble getting 
PIRGs started in a few states, 
such as Georgia, and a 
membership decline in some 
areas, overall participation is at 
"an all time high," Nader says. 
The most important assault on 
the ways PIRGs are funded was 
led by the Mid-Atlantic I^egal 
Foundation in Philadelphia, a 
group of lawyers funded by 
prominent industrialists such as 
Joseph Coors to pursue certain 
conservative interests. 
In September, the Third U.S. 
Circuit Court ruled the 
mandatory refundable system of 
devoting student fees to the PIRG 
at Rutgers University was 
illegal. 
"The court found that PIRG 
was fundamentally a political 
group and educational activities 
were incidental to that purpose," 
says Mid-Atlantic lawyer Joseph 
Marshall. 
The appeals court ruled the 
PIRG had much educational 
value, but that the funding 
system infringes on the First 
Amendment rights of students 
who disagree with its stand on 
various issues. 
"As a practical matter, if you 
are going to be a member, you 
have to buy the party line," 
Marshall says. 
Nader, however, contends the 
only legal decisions against 
PIRG funding have come at 
Rutgers and the State University 
System of New York (SUNY), 
and that those decisions could be 
overturned. 
Leave 
a clean trail. 
Basic Facts 
About ROTC 
College sophomores who did 
not take Army ROTC the first two 
years of college can still enter the 
Advanced Course. The Army 
ROTC Basic Camp held each 
summer at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 
prepares students for the last two 
years of the ROTC 
commissioning program. 
During the summer of 1985, 
there were 3,245 students who 
attended one of the six cycles of 
Basic Camp. Each student was a 
US citizen who was medically 
and academically qualified. Most 
were sophomores in college. 
Also, high school graduates who 
plan to attend a military junior 
college in the fall are required to 
attend Basic Camp in order to 
complete the ROTC program in 
two years, 
ine six-week course is tough, 
demanding, and challenging. It is 
also realistic. Students learn to 
read military maps, how to use a 
compass, how to fire the M-60 
machine        gun,        tactical 
maneuvering, and they gain 
experience in expert 
marksmanship with an  M16 
rifle, and drill and ceremony. 
During the Basic Camp training, 
students learn leadership skills 
by actually leading other 
attendees. 
Students are paid more than 
$600 for attending Basic Camp. 
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Canterbury Association 
The Episcopal Campus 
Ministry Association on the 
Longwood and Hampden-Sydney 
campuses — open to all students, 
Episcopalian and non- 
Episcopalian alike — holds its 
regular meetings on alternating 
Wednesday evenings of each 
month and rotating meetings 
between the two campuses. The 
first meeting of this semester will 
be held on Wednesday, Jan. 22, at 
6:30 p.m. In the Campus Ministry 
Center, located in the basement 
of the Episcopal Church Parish 
House, directly across from 
Longwood's Library. The next 
program will feature a popular 
movie — soon to be announced — 
watch for posters! and an Ice 
Cream Social afterwards. Come 
and bring a friend for the fun and 
socializing!! 
The Episcopal Chaplain, Allen 
Breckenridge, is in his office 
Monday through Friday, and 
may be reached at 392-3860 (of.) 
or 392-8911 (hm.). He is available 
for counseling, just a friendly 
chat, or any other help he might 
be able to give. Please feel free to 
come by for a visit and relax in 
the Campus Ministry Center — 
it's a great place to get away 
from the hustle and bustle — for 
study or relaxation! 
Future Canterbury meetings 
will be on the following dates: 
Wed., Feb. 5 — at Hampden- 
Sydney — rides leave The 
Episcopal Center at 6:10 p.m. 
Wed., Feb. 19 — at Ijongwood 
Campus Center. 
The Episcopal Campus 
Ministry also helps sponsor and 
support other programs on both 
the longwood and Hampden- 
Sydney campuses, such as 
weekly worship services on the 
campuses, working closely with 
the Peace & Justice Action Group 
or the Inter-Religious Council, or 
sponsoring the Guitar Interest 
Group (GIG) held weekly at 
Hampden-Sydney. For more 
information contact the 
Episcopal Chaplain by phone or 
campus mail. 
Transporation to and from camp 
is furnished and room and board 
are free. 
There were 495 two-year 
scholarships awarded at the 1985 
Basic Camp. These scholarships 
pay tuition, required education 
fees, and a specified amount for 
books, supplies, and equipment. 
In addition, there's a subsistence 
allowance of up to $1000 per year 
for each year the scholarship is in 
effect. 
There are no military 
obligations for students attending 
camp. 
Information on how to apply for 
the 1986 Army ROTC Basic Camp 
is available by contacting CPT 
Ben Sweger of the Military 
Science Department located in 
Room 355 E. Ruffner or by calling 
392-9348-9259 for an appointment 
to discuss Basic Camp. Get the 
facts! 
.WOODSY OWL 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
CONTACT: Captain Ben Sweger 
355 E. Ruffner. 392-9348 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORPS 
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How to live 
with someone 
who's living 
with cancer. 
Learning to live with 
cancer is no easy task. Learning 
to live with someone else's 
cancer can be even more 
difficult. 
Nobody knows better than 
we do how much help and 
understanding is needed. That's 
why our service and 
rehabilitation programs 
emphasize the whole family, not 
just the cancer patient. 
We run local programs with 
volunteers who are recovered 
cancer patients, or whose lives 
have been touched by family 
members or friends with cancer. 
That's what makes us one of the 
largest, best-motivated and most 
caring of any health organization 
in the country. 
Among our regular services 
we provide information and 
guidance to patients and families, 
transport patients to and from 
treatment, supply home care 
items and assist patients in their 
return to everyday life. 
Life is what concerns us. 
The life of cancer patients. The 
lives of their families. So you 
can see we are even more than 
the research organization we are 
SO well known to be. 
No one faces 
cancer alone. 
I AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY' i 
Tough Breaks 
for Wrestlers 
By TONY BRZEZICKI 
The start of the second half of 
the 1985-86 Longwood wrestling 
season began on a sluggish note 
Friday and Saturday at the 
Central Virginia Open Tour- 
nament on the campus of Liberty 
University. 
Despite numerous tough losses, 
there were bright spots for the 
Lancers over the weekend. 
Sophomore Pete Whitman went 3- 
2 at 150 pounds to lead Longwood. 
He won by scores of 3-2 and 7-6, 
picked up a default and dropped 
decisions to grapplers from 
William & Mary (13-9) and 
Liberty (10-5). 
The Lancers, 3-2 in dual 
matches, visit Newport News 
Apprentice Tuesday evening for 
a 5:00 bout and travel back to 
Lynchburg Saturday to take on 
the Flames and George 
Washington. 
Longwood's top wrestler John 
Stukes, who had a good shot at 
qualifying for NCAA Division II 
Nationals, has been declared 
academically ineligible for 
second semester action. Stukes 
had a sparkling 14-1 record at 134 
pounds first semester. 
The sophomore competed 
unattached at Liberty over the 
weekend and went 3-1 to finish 
second at 134 pounds in the in- 
dividual tournament. He lost in 
the championship match 10-8 
after leading 8-3. 
"Losing John is a tough blow to 
our team," said coach Steve 
Nelson. "He did an outstanding 
job for us in the first half of the 
season. It's too bad he won't have 
the opportunity to pursue his 
second straight trip to nationals. 
We hope he can come back strong 
next season." 
Player of 
the Week 
Junior Melanie Lee turned in a 
consistent three-game stretch of 
scoring and rebounding for 
Longwood's women's basketball 
team last week, and for her ef- 
forts, Lee has been named 
Longwood College Player of the 
Week for the period January 12- 
19. Player of the Week is chosen 
by the Longwood Sports Infor- 
mation Office. 
Lee scored 44 points and 
grabbed 36 rebounds in three 
games as the Lady Lancers won 
one of the three last week. The 5- 
11 center hit 20 of 42 field goal 
attempts and averaged 14.6 
points and 12 rebounds per game. 
"Melanie has done a good job 
for us with her scoring and 
rebounding," said Lady Lancer 
coach Shirley Duncan. "She has 
played well for the most part, and 
we're looking for her to continue 
improving." 
Lee had 12 points and 15 
rebounds in Saturday's 91-73 loss 
at Maryland Baltimore County. 
She had 18 points and 11 rebounds 
in a 53-45 loss to William & Mary ' 
Thursday and 14 points and 10 
rebounds in a 78-70 victory over 
Randolph-Macon Tuesday. 
For the season she is averaging 
14.1 points and 7.7 rebounds while 
hitting 51.7 per cent of her shots 
from the floor. 
Last season she averaged 7.8 
points and 6.8 rebounds, hitting 
48.8 per cent of her shots from the 
floor. 
A graduate of Indian River 
High School in Chesapeake, 
Virginia, Melanie is majoring in 
social work at Longwood. 
Therapeutic 
Rec Showcase 
"Come on down . . ."to 
Longwood's first annual 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Showcase on Tuesday, January 
28, from 9:30-4:00 p.m. in the 
Lankford Student Union. Next 
Tuesday, over twenty 
Therapeutic Recreation 
professionals are coming to 
Longwood to share information 
and experiences about the 
profession with Longwood 
College students and prospective 
majors. They will be displaying 
information about their facilities 
and be available to talk to anyone 
interested in this field. The dif- 
ferent facilities represented will 
include community hospitals, 
mental retardation facilities, 
psychiatric hospitals, nursing 
care centers, community 
recreation centers, and 
rehabilitation centers. Interview 
opportunities will be available in 
the afternoon. (Contact Box 1158 
or Dr. Hupp in ths HPER 
department). Certain guests will 
be involved in two separate panel 
discussions, each on an issue of 
current interest in the field of 
Therapeutic Recreation. One 
discussion will be held in the 
morning, the other in the af- 
ternoon. 
Therapeutic Recreation is a 
process of helping others 
maintain or improve their 
mental, physical, emotional and- 
or social functioning. Treatment, 
leisure education, and 
recreational opportunities are 
provided to assist individuals to 
experience independent 
lifestyles. Longwood has a 
national reputation for one of the 
finest curriculums in 
Therapeutic Recreation in the 
United States. It was the first 
curriculum in the nation with a 
specific singular degree in 
Therapeutic Recreation to be 
accredited by the National 
Recreation and Park 
Association-American Associ- 
ation for Leisure and Recreation 
Joint Council on Accreditation. 
The large response to the in- 
vitations to our showcase show 
that professionals in this field 
highly regard our program and 
its students. 
Still not sure what Therapeutic 
Recreation is all about? This 
showcase can be yours, if you'll 
come on down. The price is 
right . . . it's free! 
937 Bestsellers 
We've put together a catalog of 
hestselhng Government publications 
Send for your free copy. 
New Catalog 
P.O. Box 37000, Washington, D.C. 20013 
Fourth Street Motor 
Company 
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
AUTO REPAIR 
210 FOURTH STREET 
392-3896 
GRETEL'S 
BAKE SHOP 
Cook's, Donuts, Pies, 
Birthday Cookies, 
Cinnomon Rolls And 
Cream Puffs. 
Lancer Cafe 
12" PIZZA    $4,00 
EACH TOPPING 60 
16" PIZZA    $5.25 
EACH TOPPING 75 
TOPPINGS: 
Ground Beef.  Pepperoni.  Sausage   Onions. 
Green Peppers and Mushrooms. 
CALL IN ORDERS: 
—392-4822— 
Lancer 
Basketball 
Senior forward Lionell Ogburn 
turned in the top performance of 
his   career   Saturday   night, 
scoring   22   points   to   lead 
Longwood to a resounding 89-68 
basketball triumph over visiting 
Maryland Baltimore County in a 
Mason-Dixon Conference contest. 
lancer coach Cal Luther is 
hoping for more such heroics this 
week as  the  conference   race 
heats  up.   I,ongwood(l-l,   5-10) 
hosts     Liberty      University 
Wednesday  night  at 7:30  and 
visits    Pittsburgh-Johnstown 
Saturday at 2:00 in a full week of 
Mason-Dixon Conference action. 
With an exceptionally  tough 
pre-conference schedule behind 
them, the lancers have hopes of 
making some noise in the MDAC. 
A 60-56 setback  at  Randolph- 
Macon   Wednesday   put   those 
plans on hold, but Ixmgwood was 
back in top form Saturday night 
when the Retrievers came to call. 
Ogburn   lit   a   fire   under 
longwood in both halves before a 
Longwood Basketball Alumni 
Day crowd in lancer Hall. He 
came off the bench in the first 
half to score six points as the 
lancers forged a 40-27 halftime 
edge. His return in the second 
half ignited another rally which 
put the  Retrievers   (1-11, 0-2) 
away for good. 
A 6-3 forward who has spent 
considerable time on the bench 
this season, Ogburn bagged eight 
of nine field goal attemps and six 
of nine free throws to get his 22 
points. The Wheaton High School 
graduate seemed to be in the 
right place at the right time as he 
scored layup after layup off the 
lancer fast break. He came into 
the contest scoring 3.7 points per 
game. 
Ogburn had given an indication 
of things to come at Macon 
Wednesday night when he scored 
six points off the bench. His play 
last week serves notice that 
Ixmgwood reserves are capable 
of being a factor in the weeks 
ahead. 
Senior co-captains Kenneth 
Fields and Ixmnie Lewis also 
played well as did junior guard 
Kevin Ricks. Fields had 17 points 
and six rebounds, Lewis 13 
points, four assists and four 
steals and Ricks added 12 points, 
four assists and three steals. 
With the victory Ixmgwood 
ended a four-game losing streak. 
The Ixincers shot 59 per cent and 
delighted the home crowd with a 
fast-breaking offense. 
Heading into this week's action 
Ixwis (18.9 ppg.), Fields (18.7 
ppg.) and center Quintin 
Kearney(11.4 ppg.), rank as the 
top Ixmgwood point producers. 
Fields has hit double figures in 
each of the lancers' 15 games. 
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Intramural Update 
LIONELL OGBURN 
The Intramural Association is starting off this semester with new 
officers: 
President, Matt Church; vice president, Dave Larson; secretary, 
Beth Peat; treasurer, Donnie Celata; members at large, Bobbi 
Schuler, Kelly Noe, Allison Arthur. 
There are three more positions available for member at large. If 
anyone is interested please come by the IAA office in Her Gym and 
talk to Ms. Calloway. 
Past Event Winners 
The following events finished up before Christmas break; Indoor 
soccer (women's), Crazy 8's; Pool (women's), Amy Cook; Weekend 
basketball, Celtics. 
Underway 
Regular men's basketball is now underway with seven "B" league 
teams and eight "A" League. The officials clinic took place on Jan. 14, 
15,16. Regular tournament play will begin on Mon. Jan. 20th. The song 
contest which was originally scheduled for Jan. 21st has been post- 
poned. Keep your eyes open for further information. 
Coming Events 
1) Coed Bowling will take place on the weekend of Jan. 25-26. 
Entry blanks are due Tuesday, Jan. 21st. Mandatory meeting Jan. 21st 
at 6:30 in IAA Room Lankford. 
2) Women's Ping Pong entry blanks are due Wednesday, Jan. 
22nd. Mandatory meeting on Jan. 22nd at 6:30 in Lankford. 
3) Foul shooting entry blanks are due Thursday, Jan. 23. 
Mandatory meeting Thursday, Jan. 23 in Lankford. 
All entry blanks can be picked up in Her Gym. 
Campus Notes 
The Longwood Company of 
Dancers are now holding try-outs 
for those interested in joining the 
Dance Company. Try-outs ac- 
tually began yesterday with a 
practice session, but there will be 
one more practice on Wednesday, 
January 22, from 4:00-5:30 p.m., 
before the actual auditions begin 
on Thursday, January 23, 3:30- 
5:00 p.m. It is not mandatory to 
attend both practice sessions 
before the audition. However, the 
material that you are judged on 
in the audition is covered in 
practice and therefore at- 
tendance is recommended. 
Anyone who is interested in 
trying-out should come properly 
dressed to the Lancer Dance 
Studio at the times previously 
mentioned. All students are 
encouraged to attend — 
especially males! 
0 
The Longwood Chapter of the 
American Marketing Association 
will be selling long-sleeve t-shirts 
in Hiner this week to promote the 
Longwood College School of 
Business. The shirts which will 
sell for $10.75 will be on sale on 
the first floor of Hiner from 10:00- 
11:00 a.m. Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
on Tuesday and Thursday. There 
is a limited supply of these shirts, 
so don't delay. If you have any 
questions, please contact Burt 
Brooks. 
Happy Birthday wishes go out 
to Rotunda Advertising Staff 
member, Sherry Massey, who is 
celebrating her 22nd birthday 
today. Happy Birthday, Sherry! 
• 
Any students who are seeking 
some intellectually stimulating 
material to ponder this week 
should be in Jarman Auditorium 
tonight for the National 
Shakespeare Company's ren- 
dition of "Merchant of Venice" or 
tomorrow night for "Othello." 
Both shows begin at 8:00 p.m. and 
are sponsored by the Arts Council 
and the Speech and Theatre 
Departments. 
• 
If Shakespeare is a little heavy 
for you, the Student Union will be 
showing "Ghostbusters" in 
Bedford Auditorium at 7:00 and 
9:15 p.m. The movie, which stars 
Bill Murray and Dan Akroid, will 
cost $1.00 for Longwood Students. 
Ix>ngwood's literary magazine, 
the Gyre, is currently taking 
submissions for consideration of 
publication. The deadline for 
submissions is February 15, 1986. 
There are three categories in 
which to enter: Art, Prose, and 
Poetry. For each category, there 
will be a $25.00 prize. Sub- 
missions are to be entered by 
addressing them to Box 1135 or ' 
delivering them to Dr. 
Challender's office — Grainger 
10Q 1 
RESTAURANT 
104 HIGH STREET — 392 5865 
* PIZZA * SUBS * SALAD BAR * STUFFED PATOTES 
* SPAGHETTI * ICE CREAM * CONES * SUNDAES * SHAKES 
REGULAR PIZZA    $4.20:  LARGE PIZZA.   $5.50 
NEW AT PERINIS  TACOS    99< 
WE DELIVER!!   5P.M. - 11 P.M. 
(SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY) 
No Delivery Charge To Longwood Campus ■?
Rochette's 
*X* fJCIRA TOUCH H1JWSI 
Flowers And Balloons 
FOR EVERY OCCASION! 
***** 
FREE DELIVERY TO LONGWOOD. 
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Lancer Sports 
Foxy Lady    Tourney 
Alumni Reunion 
Gymnastics 
Longwood's women's 
basketball team (3-7, 0-2) will be 
looking for some consistency on 
the road after an up and down 1-2 
mark in games last week. Coach 
Shirley Duncan's squad visits 
Liberty University Tuesday night 
for a 7:30 contest and will take 
part in the eight-team Foxy Lady 
Tournament Thursday through 
Saturday at Francis Manon 
College in Florence, South 
Carolina. 
After starting the week with a 
78-70 win over Randolph-Macon 
last Tuesday, Longwood fell to 
visiting William & Mary 53-45 
Thursday and dropped a 91-73 
decision to Mason-Dixon Con- 
ference foe Maryland Baltimore 
County on the road Saturday- 
night. 
Against UMBC, Longwood 
trailed by just six points at 39-33 
in the second half until the 
Retrievers went on a 19-4 tear to 
go up 58-37 with 14:02 left in the 
game. 
"We had a number of turnovers 
in that stretch," said Longwood 
coach Shirley Duncan. "We had 
played pretty well up until then " 
Guard Caren Forbes scored 21 
points and handed off a season- 
high nine assists for Longwood, 
and center Melanie Lee added 12 
points and 15 rebounds. The Lady 
Lancers were unable to get the 
kind of balanced scoring they 
exhibited in last week's win over 
R-MC. 
Lee had 18 points and 11 
rebounds in Thursday's game 
with William & Man'. The Lady 
Lancers led 25-23 at the half, but 
the Indians pulled away late in 
the ^me behind superior 
rebounding. 
Longwood will be out to im- 
prove its 0-2 MDAC mark against 
the I^ady Flames Tuesday night. 
Thursday, St. Augustine's, a 
CIAA team with exceptional 
height, will face the Lady Lan- 
cers in the first round of the Foxy 
I^ady Tournament. Other teams 
in the field include Francis 
Marion, Wingate, Coastal 
Carolina, Limestone, Belmont 
Abbey,   and  USC-Spartanburg. 
Saturday was a special day for 
19 former Longwood College 
basketball players who jour- 
neyed back to their alma mater 
for an Alumni Basketball Game 
and reunion. 
Eight members of 1979-80 team 
which advanced to the NCAA 
Division III Final Four were on 
hand for Basketball Alumni Day. 
Strothers and Guy 
DeLaudarantaye. 
Leonard led the Blue team to a 
91-90 victory over the White team 
in the Alumni Game Saturday 
afternoon. The guard poured in 27 
points and hit the deciding 
technical free throw with one 
second showing on the clock. 
Other Blue team leaders were 
LONGWOOD REUNION PLAYERS 
Shack Leonard, Randy Johnson, 
Thomas Alston, Kevin Newton, 
Joe Goydish, Byron Bracey, 
Orlando Turner and Jim Six- 
smith were members of the 1979- 
80 squad who visited the college 
Saturday. 
Also back for the weekend 
were: Steve Bianco, Jimmy 
Yarbrough, Pete Hofrichter, 
Earl Witcher, Rob Fleming, Bay 
Thomhill, Dalany Brown, Eliot 
Hedley,  Mike McCroey,  David 
Johnson with 18 points, Witcher 
with 17 and Thornhill with 10. 
McCroey topped the White 
team with 30 points while 
Strothers had 18 and Brown 13. 
The alumni cagers were 
recognized at halftime of the 
Longwood-Maryland Baltimore 
County game and attended a 
social in their honor sponsored by 
the Longwood Alumni 
Association and the Lancer Club. 
Freshman Linda Chenoweth 
led the way as Longwood's 
gymnastics team came out with a 
win and two losses in meets at 
Maryland Baltimore County and 
Navy over the weekend. 
In their initial action since the 
Christmas break, the lancers 
fell for the first time ever to 
UMBC 153.70 to 149.75 Friday 
night. George Washington took 
first in a three-team meet at 
Navy Saturday night with GW 
scoring 150.3, Longwood 147.2 and 
Navy 143.7. 
Chenoweth was Longwood's top 
all-around performer in both 
meets. Against UMBC, she was 
the all-around meet winner with a 
score 31.75. She earned a first in 
floor with an 8.3 and a second in 
beam with an 8.25. Lisa Zuraw 
was second in vaulting with an 
8.65 and Keri Hruby was fourth in 
vaulting with an 8.50. 
At Navy Saturday, Chenoweth 
was third all-sround with a 
30.55. Sophomore I^eslie Jaffee 
won a first in vaulting with an 8.5 
and was third in bars with a 7.3. 
"We were leading the meet at 
Navy through the first three 
events, but we lost it on beam," 
said a disappointed Longwood 
coach Ruth Budd. 
Now 2-3 for the season, the 
Lancers visit William & Mary 
Friday night for a meet which 
begins at 7:00. In December The 
Tribe defeated Longwood 162.05 
to 151.50 in a three-team meet at 
James Madison. 
MELANIE LEE (41) 
PINOS PIZZA 
Large Pepperoni Pizza $6.25 
PHONE    -DELIVERY ONLY 50C-   PHONF 
392-31*5 5:00 PM   Til Closing 392-3i3r 
 DAILY SPECIALS  
MONDAY 
Italian Hoagie W/Chips $2.00 
TUESDAY 
Spaghetti W/Salad* $2.85 
WEDNESDAY 
Lasagna W/Salad* $3.99 
THURSDAY 
$1.00 Off Large Or 50< Off Medium 
FRIDAY 
Meatball Parmigiano $ 1.95 
SATURDAY 
Pizza Steak $2.00 
SUNDAY 
Baked Zita W/Salad* $3.25 
'DINNER SPECIAL..25* EXTRA TO GO ONLY. 
